
Gel Sculpting
Following these five preparation steps will make your gel sculpting sessions easy and fun  
(we couldn’t decide which was more important): 
1.  Use Cleanse to sanitize both you and your client’s hands. Cleanse will leave a light lemon scent without 

drying the way other sanitizers do.

2.  Push back the cuticles with spoon side of your Magic Wand. Make sure you push and lift the cuticle away from 
the nail plate. Use the bladed end to scrape away any protein growth from under the cuticle and nail groove area. 

3.  Using the electric file with a medium sanding band or a 180/180 grit file to remove the shine from the natural nail. 

4. Use your Swipe with a lint-free square wipe and scrub the nail plate free of all oil and contaminants. 

5.  Apply 2 coats of Protein Bond to the exposed natural nail. Protein Bond leaves a tacky layer to which the gel 
will adhere. Make sure the surface stays sticky.

Application
1.  Apply the Base layer. This is the most important part of gel sculpting. Because Base is the bonding layer of 

the gel enhancement it must be applied evenly. Too thin of an application can lead to lifting. Too thick of an 
application can cause a heat spike. Apply Base to all 5 fingers and cure for a minimum of 20 seconds. While 
the first hand is curing, apply Base to the second hand and cure for a minimum of 20 seconds. Over-curing 
the Base will not affect the bond, but DO NOT FREEZE the Base. You must go right into the lamp after 
application to ensure proper adhesion.

2.  After the Base application, apply forms to 5 fingers at a time. Apply a thin layer of Clear Sculptor gel flush 
to the natural nail and cure in the lamp for at least 10 seconds. Make sure this layer is touching the edge of 
the natural nail. Once this has cured, you can take the form off and it will leave a thin, transparent free edge 
which you can pinch into a C-curve. Complete one hand at a time. 

NOTE: Step 1 and 2 can be reversed to achieve the same results.
3.  Choose the builder gel that suits your style of application. Flex, Build Pink, Build, Frosted Pink, Frosted 

Pink Sculptor and Clear Sculptor will serve the same function when applying to the body of the nail. If you 
want a good foundation, you must pillow this first layer of the body. Pillowing is pushing an excess amount 
around the cuticle and nail groove area. Before setting the foundation layer, swipe in the smile from corner 
to corner to ensure a proper wall can be established for the white gel. 

Freeze this layer outside the lamp to prevent it from running onto the skin and creating heat spikes. The 
amount of gel you apply will determine how long you should wait outside the lamp. Generally, 20 to 30 seconds 
is enough time for the product to freeze before going in the lamp; a minimum of 20 seconds before applying 
the next layer. You can apply the product to multiple fingers to save time. Just be careful that you freeze the 
foundation before the product runs.

White Layer: Apply thin layer of white gel (Snow, French, or Hyper White) to free edge and up to a reversed 
smile line. Clean in smile after application. Cure for 2 minutes. Complete second hand while first hand is curing. 



4.  The final segment in the application process is making sure that you fill in the low spots on the enhancement. 
In order to achieve this, you must float the building product into the areas that need it. If necessary, 
sandwich the free edge with a thin layer of clear building gel to fill in separation between body and smile line. 
Freeze the added product to prevent running and heat spikes. After the final product has been added, the gel 
nail must be cured for a full 2 minutes. Look at the nail from 3 directions to judge whether additional low 
spots require filling. Look down the length of the nail, from above the nail and from the side of the nail. If 
more product needs to be added, make sure to add before you wipe the nail with Swipe.

5.  After your 2-minute final cure, use Swipe to wipe the dispersion layer (sticky layer) from cuticle to free edge. 
This will finalize the application and prepare you for finishing.

Tips 4 and 5 can be reversed to achieve same results. 

For detailed finishing information, please refer to I-Formation guidelines for proper finishing techniques

6. Apply one coat of Finish gel sealer to both hands and cure for 2 minutes. 

7.  Use Rose Oil to condition the free edge and the cuticle area. Using Rose Oil on a daily basis will condition 
the matrix, hyponicium and free edge, preventing them from getting dry and brittle. 


